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One

Key Concepts
Identify the seven continents and
five oceans of the world.
Identify the continent of Africa and
Kenya on a world map.
Know that equatorial countries are hotter than
those near the poles.
Describe what the climate in Kenya is like.
Describe differences between the climate in Kenya and the UK.
Identify some animals that live in Kenya.
Use directional language to describe where things
are on a map.
Use the four compass points to describe where
things are on a map.
Describe how to get from one place to another
using compass points.
Locate features on a map using compass points.
Use appropriate vocab. to describe the physical
geography of Kenya such as mountains, valleys,
volcanoes, fields, towns,
villages and cities.
Know that there are different lifestyles and cultures within Kenya.
Describe the lifestyle and culture of some Kenyan
people.
Identify similarities and differences between life
in the Maasai tribe and life in the UK.
Identify differences and similarities between Kenya and the UK.

Geography On Safari
Knowledge Organiser

Spring
Term

Amazing Activities
Visit Knowsley Safari Park and
take part in a Workshop.

Challenge:

Create African Animal Facts cards
linked to science from the Safari Park
Ranger walk.

Skills

-Label a diagram or photograph using some
geographical words?
-Find out about their town by using different sources of evidence?
- Say what they like and don’t like about
their locality?
- Find a route using a map?
-Point out the North, South, East and West
associated with maps and compass?
-Describe some physical features of their
town?
-Describe the key features of a place, using
words like, ‘forest’, ‘hill’, ‘mountain’, ‘valley’?

Key Vocabulary
Curriculum Links
Science -Animals including humans
Literacy- link to Jungle and Safari, class is
decorated as a Jungle
Creative Writing – complete a journal

Nurture

Inspire

Succeed

Map, atlas, globe, compass, north, south, east and west
North America, South America, Europe, Asia, Africa,
Australia, Antarctica
beach, cliff, coast, forest, hill, mountain, sea, ocean,
river, soil, valley, vegetation, season and weather city,
town, village, factory, farm, house, office, port, harbour and shop

